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A manufacturer and distributor of tools for seaming and fitting stringers in staircases. The fixture
system SEMA Fixture System provides a solution for the mounting of platform and risers on
staircases. With SEMA PAR3D Stroke you will find a new way for your professional workflow. This is
the perfect software solution for any project in which a steady and correct visual communication of
the whole process is important. With the latest version of SEMA PAR3D you can save animations,
models, check dimensions and even edit the animation. In addition you can export your finished
animation as an MPEG, AVI or QuickTime MOV file. With simple clipping and a simple notation you
can easily learn the software. A QuickTime previsi on that shows in real time the measures taken and
the positioning of the surfaces while manufacturing stairs. Combined with the intuitive SEMA Control
Object you can also have graphic presentations for your workshops. In the latest version of the
software for stairs manufacture SEMA-Stroke, you have the overview of all relevant dimensions and
settings and you have the possibility of making your own annotations and adjustments. SEMA-Stroke
3D is an all in one solution for stairs manufacture. Here you can check and set all important
dimension values and parameters in one program. All necessary steps are linked by a flowchart
which you can easily edit. SEMA-Stroke 3D also allows you to record and adjust your actions by hand.
SEMA-Stroke 3D can be controlled via a camera and/or webcam in order to get good views onto
every step taken. However, you can also use other methods to control the software like the
computer mouse or the keyboard.
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